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In this part of the paper the stochastic multiple-excitation multiple-response experimental 
modal analysis problem is considered. The relationship between the actual structural and 
noise dynamics and their discrete special-form ARMAX-type representation is studied for 
each one of the vibration displacement, velocity and acceleration data cases, and a novel 
and effective modal analysis approach is introduced that, unlike previous schemes, is cap- 
able of operating on any one of these types of data records. By accounting for issues such 
as the required excitation signal type and stochastic model form, algorithmic instability 
occurrence and other well-known estimation difficulties, model structure estimation and 
model validation, as well as model reduction and analysis based on the dispersion analysis 
methodology introduced in the first part of the paper [1], the proposed approach not only 
overcomes the limitations and drawbacks of current schemes but also constitutes the first 
comprehensive procedure for stochastic multiple-excitation multiple-response experimental 
modal analysis. 

The effectiveness of the approach is demonstrated through numerical experiments with 
structural systems characterized by well-separated and closely spaced modes, and data 
records of various lengths and signal-to-noise ratios. Comparisons with the classical fre- 
quency domain method and the deterministic eigensystem realization algorithm are also 
made, and the approach is finally used for the experimental modal analysis of a three-span 
beam from laboratory data. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In the first part of  this paper [1], the problem of quantitatively assessing the relative 
importance of  a structural system's vibrational modes was examined, and an appropriate 
and physically meaningful dispersion analysis methodology was introduced. According to 
this methodology, the significance of  a particular mode is judged by its contribution 
(dispersion) to the total vibration signal energy. Physical interpretations of  modal disper- 
sion wereprovided in both the correlation and spectral domains, and the phenomenon of  
modes characterized by negative dispersion was investigated and properly interpreted. 

In this second part of  the paper the complete stochastic experimental modal analysis 
problem is considered, and a comprehensive and effective multiple-excitation multiple- 
response (also referred to as multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO))  approach, of  which 
the dispersion analysis methodology is an essential part, developed. As is well-known, due 
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to a number of difficulties associated with extending stochastic single-response into 
multiple-response methods [1], very few such approaches are currently available [2, 3]. 
The proposed one is not only capable of operating on either displacement, velocity or 
acceleration vibration data and overcoming the weaknesses and limitations of existing 
approaches (see the discussion in the introduction of part I), but also the first comprehen- 
sive scheme for the solution of the stochastic multiple-excitation multiple-response experi- 
mental modal analysis problem, as it considers all of its important aspects and takes into 
account all major issues ranging from the selection of an appropriate type of force excita- 
tion signal through the assessment of the relative importance of the estimated vibrational 
modes. 

Indeed, the proposed approach accounts for and attempts to minimize all major types 
of errors that are typically associated with modal parameter estimates, namely: type I 
errors due to the use of an inappropriate discrete model form (for instance, a model 
with inappropriate orders or of structure incompatible with the nature of the response 
measurements or the excitation signal type); type H errors due to the parameter estimation 
procedure; and type III errors due to the modal parameter extraction procedure (for 
instance, errors due to the use of a discrete-to-continuous model transformation that is 
incompatible with the excitation signal type and the discrete model structure used). 

In addition, it is characterized by a number of important features that enable it to 
overcome well-known weaknesses of general modal analysis methods that are due to the 
estimation stage (algorithmic instability occurrence, wrong convergence, the need for initial 
guess parameter values, high computational complexity), inappropriate selection of the 
triple of discrete model structure, excitation signal type, and discrete-to-continuous trans- 
formation, as well as the lack of an effective model structure estimation scheme and a 
methodology for assessing the relative importance of the estimated vibrational modes (as 
necessary for model reduction, distinction of "structural" from "extraneous" modes, and 
subsequent structural analysis), 

The proposed stochastic modal analysis approach consists of the following elements. 
(1) Appropriately selected and mutually compatible force excitation signal type and special- 
form discrete-time stochastic multi-variate models for the combined representation of the 
structural and noise dynamics in each one of the vibration displacement, velocity and 
acceleration measurement case: this selection is instrumental in overcoming commonly 
encountered type I errors. (2) A realistic and effective linear multi-stage (LMS) parameter 
estimation algorithm that overcomes difficulties such as algorithmic instability occurrence, 
wrong convergence, the need for initial guess parameter values, and excessive computa- 
tional complexity, while also attempting to minimize type II errors. (3) Effective model 
structure estimation and model validation procedures that are also important in overcom- 
ing type I errors. (4) An appropriate discrete-to-continuous model transformation that 
forms a compatible triple with the force excitation signal type and the stochastic model 
form, and minimizes type III errors. (5) An effective and physically meaningful procedure 
for model analysis and reduction (including the distinction between "structural" and 
"extraneous" modes and the determination of the former's global and local characteristics) 
based on the dispersion analysis methodology. 

The performance characteristics of the proposed modal analysis approach are first eval- 
uated via a number of numerical experiments. For this purpose the analysis of structural 
systems characterized by both closely spaced and well-separated modes is considered, and 
attention is paid to issues such as the achievable estimation accuracy and resolution at 
various N/S ratios, the effects of data record length on estimation accuracy, the effec- 
tiveness of the model structure estimation and model validation schemes, as well as that 
of the dispersion-analysis-based model reduction procedure. In addition, comparisons 
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with the classical frequency domain method (FDM) and the deterministic eigensystem 
realization algorithm (ERA) [4] are made, and experimental results concerning the applica- 
tion of the proposed approach to the modal analysis of a three-span beam from laboratory 
data are presented. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The proposed experimental modal analysis 
approach is presented in section 2, and its performance characteristics studied in section 
3 by using simulated structural systems. In section 4 the approach is used for the analysis 
of a three-span beam from experimental data, and the conclusions are summarized in 
section 5. 

2. THE MODAL ANALYSIS APPROACH 

Consider a linear, viscously damped, n-degree-of-freedom structural system described 
by the vector differential equation 

M.  ¢( t )+C • i ' ( t )+K- v(t) = f(t), (l) 

where M, C and K represent the real and symmetric n x n mass, viscous damping and 
stiffness matrices, respectively, {f(t)} the n-dimensional force excitation signal, and {v(t)} 
the resulting n-dimensional vibration displacement signal. 

The problem examined in this paper may be stated as follows: "Select an appropriate 
type of vector force signal {f(t)} with which the structural system under study is excited. 
Based on uniformly sampled measured excitation {f[t]},N=l, and corresponding noise-cor- 
rupted displacement {y[t]},~,, or velocity {yv[t]}~=,, or acceleration {y.[t]},~=, vibration 
test data, estimate an accurate modal representation (consisting of the complete set of 
natural frequencies, damping factors, and mode shapes) of the system under study." 

The measured vibration displacement {y[t]}, or velocity {ydt]}, or acceleration {ya[t]} 
data are of the form 

y[t]=v[t]+n[t], yo[t]=v~[t]+n[t], yott]=vo[t]+n[t], (2a-c) 

with {vdt]}, {v,[t]} representing the sampled theoretical velocity and acceleration data, 
respectively, and {n[t]} a corrupting-noise sequence, which is, for the sake of simplicity, 
denoted by the same symbol in all three cases. This noise sequence is subject to the 
following standard assumptions: (A1) {n[t]} is a zero-mean second order stationary and 
ergodic stochastic process characterized by rational, Hermitian and positive definite spec- 
tra; (A2) the scalar components of the noise process {n[t]} may be cross-correlated, so 
that its covariance may, in general, be non-diagonal. 

The approach introduced for the solution of this problem is presented as follows. The 
required force excitation signal type, along with the discrete-time representation of the 
structural and noise dynamics via special-form multi-variate autoregressive moving- 
average with exogenous input (ARMAX) models, are discussed in subsection 2.1. The 
multi-variate ARMAX parameter estimation algorithm is summarized in subsection 2.2, 
and the model structure estimation scheme presented in subsection 2.3. Model validation 
is discussed in subsection 2.4, and the model transformation, reduction and analysis pro- 
cedures are outlined in subsection 2.5. 

2.1. THE EXCITATION SIGNAL TYPE A N D  THE R E Q U I R E D  STOCHASTIC M O D E L  FORMS 

FOR THE C O M B I N E D  R E P R E S E N T A T I O N  OF THE S T R U C T U R A L  AND NOISE 

D Y N A M I C S  

The form of the required multi-variate ARMAX representation of the stochastic struc- 
tural dynamics is now examined under specified force excitation conditions, and separately 
for each one of the vibration displacement, velocity and acceleration measurement cases. 
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2.1.1. The displacement data measurement case 

By taking the Laplace transform of equation (1), the following expression is obtained 

V(s) = [Ms 2 + Cs + K] - 'F(s) -~ G °(s) • F(s), (3) 

in which s represents the Laplace transform variable and G°(s) the indicated receptance 
transfer matrix. By combining the discrete-time "equivalent" of this with equation (2a), 
the following expression is obtained 

y[t] = G°(B) - lit] + n[t], (4) 

in which the signals {lit]}, {y[t]} and {n[t]} are of dimensions m, s and s, respectively 
(m, s<~n). In equation (4), G°(B) is the discrete transfer matrix corresponding to G°(s), 
and B is the backshift operator defined such that By[t]-~ y [ t -  l]. 

Based on Al, and by invoking the spectral factorization theorem [5], the system equation 
(4) may be put into the multi-variate ARMAX(na, nb, nc) form 

A°(B) . y[t] = B°(B) • fit] + C°(B) " w[t], (5) 

in which {w[t]} represents an unobservable s-dimensional zero-mean white noise (innova- 
tions) process which is independent of {tit]) and has non-singular (and, in general, non- 
diagonal) covariance matrix X °. The autoregressive (AR), exogenous (X), and moving- 
average (MA) polynomial matrices A°(B), B°(B) and C°(B), respectively, are of the forms 

A°(B) ~=I,+A°(I)B+ • • • + A°(na)B "~, [sx s], (6) 

B°(B) =a B°(0)+B°(I)B+ -. • +B°(nb)B "b, [s x m], (7) 

C°(B) a-l~+C°(1)B+ ". . + C ° ( n c ) B  "c, [sx s], (8) 

with L standing for the identity matrix of dimension s and the quantities in the brackets 
indicating matrix dimensions. The stability of the original structural system (1) imposes 
the following condition on the ARMAX system (5): (CI) all zeros of the determinant of 
A°(B) lie outside the unit circle ("stability condition"). In addition, the following standard 
assumptions are imposed on equation (5): (A3) all zeros of the determinant of C°(B) lie 
outside the unit circle ("invertibility assumption") ; (A4) the Smith form of [A°(B), B°(B), 
C°(B)] is [I, 0] or, equivalently, the greatest common left factor of A°(B), B°(B) and C °(B) 
is a unimodular matrix (i.e., a matrix with non-zero constant determinant). 

Since the mapping between the continuous-time transfer matrix G°(s) and its discrete 
counterpart G°(B) is not one-to-one but depends on the selected excitation signal type [6], 
the force excitation signals are selected to satisfy the following condition: (C2) the force 
excitation signals consist of trains of "impulsive" functions occurring at the sampling 
instants. 

Based on C2, and by following a procedure similar to that in Ben Mrad and Fassois 
[6], the transfer matrices G°(s) and G°(B) may be shown to be related through the 
transformation expression 

GO(s ) = ~ (Rk+R~)s- (Rk In ~.~ +R~ In $k)T- 
2 k = J s 2 + 2~kCO. d + co.~ 

GO(B)_ - ~ (Rk+R~,)-(Rk~,+R~,k)B 
,,=, l - - ( ~ k + X * ) B + ; ~ k Z * ~  ' 

(9) 
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in which n represents the number of degrees of freedom, (Rk, R*) is a pair of complex 
conjugate residue matrices of the discrete-time transfer matrix, (~.k, ,~) is a pair of complex 
conjugate eigenvalues of the discrete transfer matrix, ro~ and (k are the kth mode natural 
frequency and damping factor, respectively, and T is the selected sampling period. 

The required special-form ARMAX-type representation of the structural and noise 
dynamics may be now obtained by comparing the discrete transfer matrix G°(B) in equa- 
tion (9) to that implied by equation (5), on one hand, and, its continuous counterparts in 
equations (9) and (3), on the other. 

Indeed, the first part of equation (9) implies that the discrete-time transfer matrix can 
be rewritten as 

GO(B ) D ( 0 ) + D ( 1 ) B + . . - + D ( 2 n - 1 ) B  2"-'&D(B) (10) 
1 +d ( l )B+ .  • • +d(2n)B ~ d(B)' 

with 

D(0)& ~ (Rk+R*), (11) 
k = l  

where d(B) represents the discrete equivalent of the structural system's characteristic poly- 
nomial. By comparing the ARMAX representation (5) to the transfer matrix expression 
(10), the following relationship is obtained 

GO(B ) = [AO(B) ]_ ' .  BO(B ) _ adj [A°(B)] • B°(B) 
det IA°(B) [ ' (12) 

in which det I " ] indicates determinant and adj [- ] the adjoint of the indicated matrix. By 
further comparing equation (10) to equation (12), we obtain 

na. s=2n, ha(s- l)+nb=2n- 1, (13, 14) 

from which 

nb=na- 1. (15) 

In addition, the continuous-time receptance transfer matrix G°(s) may be expressed as 

G°(s) a [MsZ+Cs+ K] -I 

_ A 0 s ~ - 2 +  • • • + A ~ - 2  (16) 

s~'+ a~s~-I + • • • + az," 

Based on the second part of equation (9), G°(s) may be also written as 

A-is2"-1 + • • • +A~,-2 
G°(s) s~+a,sZ,_l+...+a~, (17) 

with 

A - , &  ~ ( R k + R * ) .  
k = l  

From equations (16) and (17), it is obvious that 

A - i ~ 0 ,  

and, therefore [compare equation (11) to equation (18)], 

D(0) ~- 0. 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 
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The monic nature of the AR polynomial (6), the fact that D(0)=0, and equations (13) 
and (15) impose the following conditions on equation (5): (C3) the required multi-variate 
ARMAX representation (5) is characterized by unit time delay, that is B°(0)= 0; (C4) the 
AR order na of the required s-variate ARMAX representation is such that na. s= 2n; 
(C5) the X order nb of the required s-variate ARMAX representation is equal to the AR 
order reduced by one, that is nb= h a -  1. 

For the proper representation of the structural and noise dynamics, the special form of 
the multi-variate ARMAX representation (5) that satisfies assumptions A3 and A4, while 
also conforming to conditions CI-C5, is therefore required in this case. 

Remark. For the special case in which an n-variate (n being the number of degrees of 
freedom) ARMAX form is selected (which means that the number of vibration measure- 
ment locations is equal to n), equations (13) and (15) imply that ha=2 and nb= 1, so 
that an ARMAX(2, I, nc) model is appropriate for the structural and noise dynamics 
representation. For reasons that will be discussed in later sections, however, slightly higher 
AR and X orders may be sometimes necessary. 

2.1.2. The velocity data measurement case 

Now consider the case of vibration velocity measurements. The mobility transfer matrix 
G°(s), which represents the relationship between the force excitation F(s) and the velocity 
vibration response Vo(s), may be expressed as [see equations (3) and (16)] 

G°(s) =sG°(s) 

Aos~-~ + • • • +A2~-2s 

s~+a l s~-~  + • • .+a~ ,  

= ~ (R~, + R~,*)s - (R~, In A,* + Rk* In A,k) T - '  

, =, s 2 + 2¢krO.,s + rO~., 
(21) 

The transformation expression (9) then implies that the equivalent discrete-time transfer 
matrix G°(B) may be obtained as 

- (RkM, + Rk ~.k)B GO(B)= ~ (R~+Rk*) ' * '* 
k=t 1 -- (;tk + A.*)B+ ~kX~B 2 

_D'(0) +D'(1)B+.  • • + D ' ( 2 n -  I)B ~- j  

1 + d ( l ) B + . . - +  d(2n)/i a" 

= [A°(B)] - ,  Bo(B), (22) 

with A°(B) and B°(B) representing the AR and X polynomial matrices, respectively, of 
the appropriate ARMAX(na, nb, nc) representation 

A°(B) • yo[t] = n° (B)  • fit] + C°(B)  • w[tI (23) 

that relates the sampled force signal {lit]} and the inn, ovations {w[t]} to the sampled and 
noise-corrupted velocity signal {yv[t]}. 

The polynomial matrices A°(B), B°(B) and C°(B) are of the forms (6)-(8), respectively, 
and also satisfy assumptions A3 and A4, and conditions C l, C2, C4 and C5. However, 
D'(0) is no longer null, and hence condition C3 needs to be modified as follows: (CY) the 
multi-variate ARMAX representation (23) is zero-delay, that is, B°(0)# 0. 
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2.1.3.  T h e  acce l e r a t i on  d a t a  m e a s u r e m e n t  case  

For the case of vibration acceleration measurements, the inertance (or accelerance) 
transfer matrix G°(s), which represents the relatonship between the force excitation F(s) 
and the acceleration vibration response Va(s), may be expressed as [see equations (3) and 
(16)] 

G°(s) =s~G°(s) 
Aos 2" +" • • + Az~- 2s 2 

s2" + Ct t s 2 " - I  + "  • • + a ~ 

A~s~-I + "" • + AL,-I 
=Ao+ 

s2" + a t s  2~-~ +" • • + a2~ 

=Ao+ ~, (RZ+R~*)s-(R~ in ,~* + R~,* In ~,k)T -~ 

k= I S 2 + 2 ( k f O n k S +  (.02, 
(24) 

Based on C2 and the transformation expression (9), the equivalent discrete-time transfer 
matrix G°(B) may be obtained as 

G°(B) = Ao + ~ (RT, + Rf*)  - (Rf&~ + RT,*~.k)B 
k=l  l - - ( , ~ , k  + ~ ) B +  ~ k ~ , ~ B  2 

D"(0) + D " ( 1 ) B + -  • • + D " ( 2 n -  1)/i a"-' 
=Ao4 

1 + d ( l ) B + "  • • +d(2n)B 2" 

= D"(0) + D"(1)B +" • • + D"(2n)B 2~ 

1 + d ( l ) B + .  • • +d(2n)B 2" 

= [A°(B)] - '  . B°(B), (25) 

with A°(B) and B°(B) representing the AR and X polynomial matrices, respectively, of 
the appropriate ARMAX(na,  nb,  nc)  representation 

A°(B) • ya[t] = B°(B) • lit] + C°(B) • w[t] (26) 

that relates the sampled force excitation signal {fit]} and the innovations {wit]} to the 
sampled and noise-corrupted acceleration signal {yo[t]}. 

The polynomial matrices A°(B), B°(B) and C°(B) are of the forms (6)-(8), respectively, 
while also satisfying assumptions A3 and A4, and conditions C1, C2, C3' and C4. However, 
based on equation (25) we now have 

na  . s=2n,  h a ( s -  1) + nb  = 2n, (27, 28) 

from which 

n b =  na. (29) 

This implies that condition C5 should be altered to the following: (C5') the X order nb of 
the required s-variate ARMAX representation is equal to the AR order, that is n b = n a .  

The following special case is of particular importance as it is often encountered in 
practice. 
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Special case: diagonal mass matrix and transfer inertance functions. In this case the 
transfer receptance Gg(s), i # j ,  of G°(s) in equation (16) may be expressed as 

Gi~(s) & Y~ ' ( s ) -A i i ' s2n-3  + ' "  "_+_ _A_ii(__~-2___)), i ~ j ,  (30) 
Fj(s) s2"+a,s2"-~ + • " + a 2 .  

with AuI representing the/jth element of the matrix At. The transfer inertance G°j(s), i # j ,  
then becomes 

o A Y o , ( s ) _ a u ,  s 2 " - ' +  • • . + A o ~ 2 . - ~ s  2 

O A s )  = 8 ( s )  s + -+-. - : + 

" Rg, )s ~,~ + R'*  ln ~,k) T - I = (Rij, + "* " 
k =, s 2 + 2(kCO,kS + tO2,, 

(31) 

Based on C2 and the transformation expression (9), the equivalent discrete-time transfer 
function G°o(B) then is 

{Rt.~ 4- Rr.~t.*'l - -  t o m a *  .a_ o m * a  ~n  

_DT(0) + DT(1)B+. • • + D T ( 2 n -  I)B 2.- '  

1 + d ( l ) B + .  • • +d(2n)B z" 

= [ A ° ( B ) ] -  ,n0(B)  10 ' (32) 

This expression implies that the/jth element of the polynomial matrix B°(B) is of degree 
n b -  1 = na - 1 for i #j .  

2.2. M O D E L  P A R A M E T E R  E S T I M A T I O N  

Based on the previous discussion, once the numbers of excitation and vibration measure- 
ment locations (m and s, respectively) have been selected and the data collected, an s- 
variate ARMAX model needs to be estimated within the model structure [compare with 
equation (5)] 

M: A(B, 0). y[t]=B(B, 0).  f[t]+C(B, 0). e[t/0], 

E{e[t/0] • er[t/O]} = ~E(0). (33) 

In this expression, the four-tuple 0 -~ (A, B, C, ~) denotes the complete set of parameters 
to be estimated, {y[t]} is any one of the vibration displacement, velocity or acceleration 
signals, and {e[t/0]} is the one-step-ahead prediction error, while the autoregressive 
A(B, 0), exogenous B(B, 0) and moving-average C(B, 0) polynomial matrices are of the 
form (6), (7) and (8), respectively. 

Despite their phenomenological resemblance to their univariate counterparts, multi- 
variate ARMAX models have a much richer structure and are much more difficult to 
estimate. Indeed, multi-variate ARMAX estimation methods are not only much more 
prone to difficulties related to local extrema/wrong convergence, algorithmic instabilities, 
excessive computational complexity, and the need for good initial guess parameter values, 
but also the estimation of a model within the model structure M is itself an ill-posed 
problem because of the lack of identifiability [8, 9]. This is due to the fact that an ARMAX 
representation of the form (5) or (23) or (26), and subject to the corresponding 
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assumptions and conditions, is not uniquely defined, in the sense that many different such 
models representing the same dynamics exist and, in order to obtain a unique represen- 
tation, additional constraints have to be imposed. 

These constraints are related to the internal structure of the AR, X and MA polynomial 
matrices and the innovations covariance matrix, and lead to various types of identifiable 
parametrizations [9]. Within the context of the proposed approach the fully parametrized 
ARMAX pseudo-canonical form is used, which implies that: (C6) the AR, X and MA are 
full polynomial matrices and the innovations covariance is a full matrix. 

Identifiability is then warranted under the additional assumption [10] that: (A5) 
Rank[A°(na) B°(nb) C°(nc)] =s. 

This selection (and the imposed assumption A5) does not represent any real practical 
limitation, whereas it significantly simplifies the structure estimation problem in the sense 
that only three structural indices, namely the orders na, nb and nc, need to be now 
determined [7, 8]. 

2.2.1. The estimation algorithm 
The parameters of a model within the fully parametrized ARMAX pseudo-canonical 

form are estimated by the linear multi-stage algorithm recently introduced by Fassois and 
Lee [7, 8]. This algorithm is a novel prediction-error-type multi-stage scheme that over- 
comes many of the drawbacks that render alternative techniques unrealistic in many practi- 
cal applications, and is based on the replacement of the original non-quadratic prediction 
error (PE) estimation problem by an appropriate sequence of PE and/or  linear subprob- 
lems for which uniquely determined closed form solutions may be obtained. A few brief 
remarks on the special features and advantages of the LMS algorithm over alternative 
schemes are presented at the end of this subsection; for a more detailed discussion the 
interested reader is referred to references [7, 8]. A brief summary of the stages of the LMS 
algorithm, including all the equations needed for its implementation, is given in what 
follows. 

Stage 1 : estimation of a truncated ARX representation. A multi-variate autoregressive 
with exogenous input (ARX) model of the form 

p P 
M~: ~ Hy(j,~,~f). y[t- j]  = ~ H I ( j , ~  ) • f[t-j]+e[t/,,'¢'], (34) 

j=O j=O 

in which Hy(0)=~ L, r.[t/a¢'] represents the one-step-ahead prediction error associated with 
this model, and ~ 9 t  ts~ps+p'n+'')] the matrix 

~e-~[l-ly(1) H,,(2) . - .  H;,(p) iHA0)  HA1) ' HAp)] ,  (35) 

is estimated. This is achieved by estimating each one of the rows of g separately, through 
the linear least-squares estimator 

( i= 1, 2 . . . . .  s). (36) 

In this expression the (ps+pm+m)-dimensional row vector h'r(i) represents the ith row 
of  ,~ ,  yi[t] the ith element of the output vector y[t] = [y,[t] • • • yi[t] • • • y~[t]] r, and 

u[tl~--[--yT[t--1] --y'r[t--2] . . . .  y'r[t--p]ifT[t ] fr[t--1] . . -  f'r[t--p]]T. (37) 
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Stage 2: initial estimation of the MA polynomial matrix C°(B). An initial estimate of 
the MA polynomial matrix is obtained by solving the following block Toeplitz and Hermi- 
tian linear system of equations 

• ' '  R n ( l - n c ) q  r i~T(1) G V Rn(l) 1 r RH(0) RH(-- I) RH(2__ nC)[[ ~T(2) ~ R~(l) Rn(0) -'- • . . .  • . = - I R _ 2 )  , ,  / - ( /  (38) 

LR.(.c-I) R.(n7-2)-.. R.:(0) ]Le'i.c)] LR.(ne)J 
in which RH(i) is calculated as 

ln (k , j )  = ~ x~-ik-j)= 1%.(i). l ° IT ( i+k- j )&ln (k - j )  (k>~j), (39) 
(E{-t (/-k) l°ly(i+j-k) • fiT(i) & R n ( k - j )  (k<~j), 

with {lqy(i)} representing the impulse response matrix estimates obtained in Stage 1. 
Stage 3: estimation of the AR and X matrices• The AR and X matrices are obtained 

by estimating a model within the model structure ME, defined as 
nb na  

M2: y~{t] = ~'. F r [ t - j ] "  col [B(j, 02)] - E Yr [ t - j ] "  col [A(j, 02)] + if[t/e2] (40) 
j = O  j=l 

with the col [. ] operator transforming a matrix into a vector by stacking its columns one 
underneath the other, if[t/02] denoting the associated one-step-ahead prediction error, 
and 

yF[t] =~ [yT[t]®(~-'(B)] " CO1 [Is] 

Y+-{t-j] &yT[t--j] ®1~-'(B) 

F+-[t-j] &fT[t--j] ®1~-'(B) 

[s x 1], (41) 

[s x s2], (42) 

[s x ms], (43) 

(44) 0 2 & c o i  [ A ( I )  • • • A ( n a )  " B ( 0 )  • • • B ( n b ) ]  e 9 t  ( ~ " + ' " ' ( " h + j ) ) × l ,  

with ® indicating the Kronecker product [11] and (~(B) the available estimate of the MA 
polynomial matrix• Since the model structure M2 is linear in 02, minimization of the 
prediction error criterion defined by the trace of the sample covariance matrix of the one- 
step-ahead prediction errors leads to the linear least-squares estimator 

in which the matrix U~{t]e~tl "~ (:.,,÷,,.,.,h+m.~) is defined as 

U~{t] ~ - [ - Y d t - l ]  . . . .  Y~t-na]  " F~[t] • • • Fe[t-nb]]. (46) 

In implementing this estimator, the filtering operations of equations (41)-(43) may be 
performed by decomposing the matrix Y~{t] as 

Y~[t] g[Y,[tl" Y2[tl"''." Ys[tll, (47) 

with Yi[t] e~t ~×~ being the ith block element of YF[t], and then rewriting equation (42) as 

~. Y,[ t - j] .  ~_.(j) =y,[tlI, (i= 1, 2 . . . .  , s), (48) 
j=0 

with ~.(0)=~ I,. From this expression the sequences {Yi[t] }~=j (i = 1 . . . . .  s) can be obtained 
by assuming that Y;[t] =0  for t~<0 (i= 1, 2 , . . . ,  s). {y+-[t]}~. j thus becomes also available, 
whereas the sequence {F+-[t]}~.t is similarly obtained by assuming that F~ t ]=0  for t~<0. 
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Stage 4: estimation of the MA matrices and the innovations covariance. After the AR 
and X matrices have been estimated, the MA matrix estimates are updated by using the 
estimator expression 

i 
~.(j) • lqy( i - j )  = ~i.(i) (i = 0, 1, 2 . . . . .  nc), (49) 

j=0 

in which .~(i)-~0 for i>na, and the sequence {lqy(i)} is available from Stage 1. The 
prediction error sequence {e[t/0d} with 

01&col[A(1) A(2) . . .  A(na) iB(0) a ( l )  . . .  B(nb) iC(1) C(2) . . .  C(nc)] 
(50) 

is then estimated by using the model expression (33) in which A(B, 0), B(B, 0), and C(B, O) 
have been replaced by their respective estimates A(B), B(B) and ~(B). The innovations 
covariance is finally estimated as 

~=I,~N_=_ e[t/O,],  eTtt/O,]. (51) 

2.2.2. Remarks 

(a) Unlike alternative schemes, this algorithm is characterized by mathematically guar- 
anteed stability, t This is due to the fact that the initial MA estimator (38) is guaranteed to 
yield a strictly minimum phase Co(B) polynomial matrix [8]. 

(b), The LMS estimation algorithm is characterized by modest computational complex- 
ity, requires no initial guess parameter values, and offers a uniquely determined estimate 
for a given data set. 

(c) Although statistical decision theory criteria may be used for the determination of 
an appropriate order p for the ARX model (34), it has been found that, at least for 
modal analysis problems, a simple rule of thumb is to select p in the range p-~(2.5- 
5) x max (na, nb, nc). 

(d) Stages 3 and 4 of the estimation algorithm may be iterated until the resulting 
sequence of estimates of 0 ° converges. 

2.3. MODEL STRUCTURE ESTIMATION 
AS it has been already indicated, the use of the fully parametrized ARMAX pseudo- 

canonical form simplifies the structure estimation problem considerably and reduces the 
problem to that of estimating the AR, X and MA orders na, nb and ne, respectively. In 
experimental modal analysis, in particular, the problem is further simplified by the special 
form of the multi-variate ARMAX modes used, which additionally satisfy conditions C3- 
C5, or their alternative forms. 

Indeed, in the special case in which the number of degrees of freedom is a priori known, 
and the number of output measurement locations is selected equal to that (s = n), an n- 
variate ARMAX (2, 1, nc) (for displacement or velocity vibration data) or 
ARMAX (2, 2, nc) (for acceleration vibration data) with appropriate time delays (see 
subsection 2.1) is theoretically adequate. If, on the other hand, the number of vibration 
measurement locations is different from the number of degrees of freedom, an s-variate 
ARMAX(na,  n a - l , n c )  (for displacement or velocity vibration data), or 
ARMAX (na, na, nc) (for acceleration vibration data), model with na selected such that 
na x s = 2 x n, is theoretically required. 

In practice, however, the number of degrees of freedom is often unknown and, in 
addition, slight overdetermination may be necessary due to a number of reasons, including 
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the fact that the dynamics of imperfect instruments are present in actual experimental data 
and have to be properly accounted for. A systematic and effective strategy for the estima- 
tion of the required orders of an adequate s-variate ARMAX representation is therefore 
necessary. 

Within the context of the proposed approach the following procedure is followed. A 
sequence of ARMAX (k, k -  1, k) models (vibration displacement or velocity measurement 
case) or ARMAX (k, k, k) models (vibration acceleration measurement case) with unit 
(vibration displacement measurement case) or zero (vibration velocity or acceleration 
measurement case) time delay are successively fitted by increasing the value of k, until a 
statistically adequate representation is achieved for, say, k=k*.  In this process the values 
of the AR order k are selected such that the product k x s is even (see C4). A sequence of 
ARMAX (k*, k * -  I, /) (vibration displacement or velocity measurement case) or 
ARMAX (k*, k*,/) (vibration acceleration measurement case) models is subsequently 
fitted for l = k * - l ,  k * - 2  . . . .  , and, also, l = k * +  l, k* +2 . . . . .  and the "best" represen- 
tation finally selected for, say, l =/*. 

It is remarked that in this procedure the MA order is initially equal to the AR since the 
resulting noise model then has the flexibility of representing a number of stochastic pro- 
cesses, including "white noise". However, the exact required value of the MA order needs 
to be accurately determined, and this is subsequently done by examining MA orders that 
are lower (initially) and higher (subsequently) than the AR. This procedure is motivated 
by experimental evidence with structural systems, which has indicated that for low noise 
levels the required MA order is often smaller or equal to the AR one. 

Statistical adequacy is judged by means of appropriate statistical decision theory criteria, 
and in this context the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) [12], according to which the 
ARMAX (na, nb, nc) model that minimizes the index 

BIC (~) =log det lIE(0) [ + d ×  log N, (52) 
N 

is selected as adequate, is used. In this expression, 0 represents the estimated parameter 
vector, d the number of estimated scalar parameters, and N the length of the data records 
used in the estimation. Tests of the form (54) (see subsection 2.5) that employ the notion 
of dispersion percentage are also used in diagnosing order overdetermination, and therefore 
indirectly judging model adequacy. 

2.4. MODEL VALIDATION 

The finally selected multi-variate ARMAX model is accepted as an accurate discrete- 
time representation of the structural and noise dynamics after successfully passing the 
following two-phase validation procedure. 

Phase 1 : since an accurate representation of the system under test should be charac- 
terized by an uncorrelated innovations sequence, the uncorrelatedness of the estimated 
model's innovations is examined through a standard statistical test [13]. 

Phase 2: the predictive ability of the model is evaluated within a data set that is referred 
to as the validation set, and which is different from the estimation set used for model 
estimation. For this purpose, a standard predictor corresponding to the estimated model 
is built, and the measured vibration signal {y[t]} is compared to the model-predicted signal 
{~[t/O]}. In addition, the statistic Q is constructed as 

Q & I;~ • I~,,;,, (53) 

with l~yy representing the sample covariance matrix of the measured vibration signal {y[t]} 
and I~y~ the sample cross-covariance between {y[t]} and the model-predicted vibration 
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signal {~[t/0]}. For an accurate model, Q may be shown to tend to the identity matrix as 
the noise-to-signal ratio tends to zero. In practice, the closer the Q is to the identity matrix, 
the better the predictive ability of the structural model, and the validity of a given model 
is judged based on the magnitude of the discrepancy between Q and the identity matrix. 

2.5. MODEL TRANSFORMATION,  REDUCTION AND ANALYSIS 

After the estimated discrete-time model has been validated, its part representing the 
structural dynamics ([A(B, 6)]-~ • B(B, 0)) is used for the estimation of the actual number 
of structural degrees of freedom and the extraction of the modal parameters. Towards this 
end this part of the model is first transformed from the discrete back to the continuous- 
time domain by using the transformation expression (9). 

The transformed model may, in certain cases, be overdetermined, which means that its 
number of degrees of freedom may be higher than that of the actual structural modes. 
This may be due to a number of reasons, including the fact that the dynamics of the 
various instruments used are inevitably present in the experimental data and may be thus 
"captured" by the modeling procedure (see section 4). As a consequence the actual struc- 
tural modes in the model need to be identified and separated from any "extraneous" modes 
which have to be discarded, and the model thus reduced. This is achieved by using the 
dispersion analysis methodology introduced in the first part of this paper [1]. 

Indeed, the relative importance (quantified in terms of dispersion percentages) of every 
estimated mode is evaluated, and only the modes that are found to be non-negligible 
contributors to the total vibration energy are considered to be important and kept in the 
model. This is quantitatively achieved through a test of the form 

IIAkll<e (%), (54) 

which, once affirmative, indicates that the kth estimated mode has negligible contribution 
in the energy of the measured vibration signals and can be considered as "extraneous". In 
the above expression, [IAkll represents an appropriate norm of the kth dispersion percentage 
matrix, with the mlth element computed as described in reference [ 1 ], and e a small positive 
threshold value. 

After the actual structural modes have been thus determined, complete modal informa- 
tion, in the form of natural frequencies, damping factors and mode shapes, may be readily 
obtained. Indeed, the global structural characteristics (natural frequencies and damping 
factors) can be obtained as functions of the discrete eigenvalues (~,k, ~.*) (k = 1, 2 . . . . .  n) 
[14], whereas the kth mode shape is given as [see equation (9)] 

• k=[1R'2k'''R'n~] , ( k = l , 2 , . . . , n ) ,  (55) 
Rilk Rilk_] 

with R i l k ,  • • • ,  Ri~k representing the estimated elements of the ith row of the kth residue 
matrix of the transfer function relating the excitation force to the vibration displacement. In 
addition, the relative importance of the system's vibrational modes may be quantitatively 
assessed based on the dispersion percentage matrices, and this information subsequently 
used for further structural model reduction and analysis. 

3. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION WITH SIMULATED STRUCTURAL SYSTEMS 

The performance of the proposed MIMO experimental modal analysis approach is now 
evaluated with numerically simulated structural systems. The excitation force signals used 
consist of pseudo-random vector Gaussian processes characterized by zero means and 
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approximately flat spectra. The resulting vibration displacement signals are obtained by 
integrating the equations of motion using the Wilson-0 method, and subsequent sampling 
with the indicated periods. Noise-corrupted versions of these signals are then obtained by 
adding pseudo-random Gaussian noise that is zero-mean, uncross-correlated with the 
excitatibns, and characterized by a general non-diagonal covariance matrix.The N/S ratio 
is defined as the standard deviation of the scalar corrupting noise over that of the noise- 
free vibration signal, and is kept the same in all output measurement channels. 

Unless otherwise stated, data sets consisting of 1000 samples each and divided into 
estimation (each one consisting of 900 samples) and validation (each one consisting of 100 
samples) subsets are used in each case. In order to investigate the statistical characteristics 
of the proposed approach, Monte Carlo simulations are also performed. For each Monte 
Carlo analysis 20 data records, corresponding to the same structural system and N/S ratio, 
but obtained with different pseudo-random force excitation signals, are used. Each such 
set is analyzed by the proposed approach, and the sample mean values and standard 
deviations of the modal parameter estimates are subsequently computed. In all test cases 
the discrete parameter estimation algorithm is allowed to iterate, with the result corre- 
sponding to the minimum estimated innovations covariance trace selected as best. In 
addition, comparisons with the classical frequency domain method and the deterministic 
time-domain eigensystem realization algorithm [4] are presented. The purpose of these 
comparisons is to illustrate some of the limitations and difficulties of the frequency domain 
method and deterministic schemes. It is, however, noted that the comparisons with the 
ERA are not formal, as the latter operates on either free or impulse response data while 
the proposed approach uses forced vibration data. 

In this evaluation of the performance characteristics of the proposed approach special 
emphasis is placed on issues such as the: (a) achievable estimation accuracy at different 
N/S ratios; (b) achievable resolution (ability to distinguish neighboring vibrational modes) 
at different N/S ratios; (c) effects of data record length on the achievable accuracy; (d) 
model structure estimation effectiveness and assessment of the need for model order overd- 
etermination; (e) effectiveness of the two-phase model validation and the model transforma- 
tion/modal parameter extraction procedures. 

3.1. TEST CASE I:  T W O - D E G R E E - O F - F R E E D O M  SYSTEM WITH CLOSELY SPACED MODES 

In this case, a two-degree-of-freedom structural system of the form used in the first part 
of the paper [1], but with parameters selected such that its vibrational modes are closely 
spaced (Table 1), is identified from two-excitation, two-response vibration displacement 
data records. The emphasis in this case is on the achievable accuracy and resolution, and 
hence the ability of the proposed approach to distinguish between the two modes when 
operating on data records corrupted by autocorrelated random noise at three different 
levels (N/S=  1%, 10% and 32%). 

In each N/S case an ARX model of orderp = 10 was used in the estimation (see equation 
(34)), and a two-dimensional ARMAX (2, 1, 4) model with unit time delay was estimated 
as statistically adequate based on the procedure of subsection 2.3. The estimated adequate 
models were subsequently validated by using the procedure of subsection 2.4, and part of 
those results corresponding to the 10% N/S ratio case is depicted in Figure 1, where the 
estimated model-based, one-step-ahead predictions (within the validation subset consisting 
of 100 data samples) are observed to be, for both response signals, extremely close to their 
actual values. The estimated Q matrix is shown in Table 2 for each N/S ratio case, and 
is quite close to the identity matrix for the 1% and 10% N/S cases, while deviating from 
it in the 32% case; a fact solely due to the relatively high level of noise, and not indicative 
of model inadequacy (see the discussion in subsection 2.4). The ARMAX (2, 1, 4) models 
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TABLE I 

Monte Carlo results obtained by the proposed approach (test case I; N/  S = 10%) : sampling 
interual=O'025 s; mt =4.5 kg, m2--4"5 kg; ct =45 Ns/m, c2 = 35 Ns/m, c3 = 15 Ns/m; kt = 

17 500 N/m, k2 = 100 N/m, k3 = 17 500 N/m 

Theoretical Estimated 
parameters parameters 

Natural frequencies (Hz) 9.9793 
9-9274 

Damping factors 

Mode shapes 

0 1826 
0.0480 

(1.0,j0.0) 
(-0.6576, j0-0117) 

(i-o, jo.o) 
(!.5164, j0-0274) 

9.97454-0.0118 
9.92104-0.0084 

0.18184-0.0018 
0-0475 4- 0.0006 

(l.O, jO.O) 
( - 0  6574 4- 0'0233, j0"0145 4- 0"0122) 

(l'0,j0"0) 
(1"51544- 0"0165, j00301 4-0.0178) 

are thus accepted as accurate discrete-time representations of the structural and noise 
dynamics. 

In Table 1 the results of a Monte Carlo analysis by the proposed approach for the 
10% N/S ratio case are presented. The modal parameter estimates are evidently very 
good,, with their sample mean values being very close to their theoretical counterparts (an 
indication of consistency) and their standard deviations being quite small. Modal analysis 
results for all the N/S ratio cases considered are shown in Table 3, and are accompanied 
by comparisons with the deterministic ERA. The results of the proposed approach are 
obviously very good, as excellent accuracy and resolution are achieved in all three cases. 
The ERA results, obtained based on a 2 x 2 impulse response matrix and a cut-off singular 
value of 10 -3, are excellent in the low (1%) N/S ratio case, but the situation deteriorates 
significantly as the noise level increases (N/S= 10%), and, in the N/S=32% case the 
method fails to identify one of the two modes (specifically the first one that is the weakest 
contributor to the vibration energy according to the dispersion analysis results) while 
providing 15 "extraneous" (in this case "computational") modes with modal amplitude 
coherence (MAC) values greater than 0.50 (see Figure 2). 

The excellent performance characteristics of the proposed approach were finally verified 
with even shorter (N= 200, 500) data records, and such results, indicating the achievable 
accuracy and resolution for the 10% N/S ratio case, are presented in Table 4. 

3.2. TEST CASE II: T H R E E - D E G R E E - O F - F R E E D O M  SYSTEM 

In this case the three-degree-of-freedom structural system of Figure 3, with physical and 
corresponding actual modal parameters indicated in Table 5, is identified from three- 
excitation, three-response vibration displacement data records corrupted by uncorrelated 
noise at three different levels (N/S ratio of 1%, 10% and 32%). As the dispersion analysis 
results for the actual system indicate, mode l is dominant and accounts for more than 
60% of the vibration signal energy (see Table 6, where the results corresponding to one of 
the system transfer functions are presented). 

In all cases, an ARX model order ofp = l0 was used in the estimation, and the modeling 
strategy indicated three-dimensional ARMAX (2, l, 2) models to be statistically adequate. 
The estimated adequate models were successfully validated, and the results of a Monte 
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TABLE 2 

The estimated Q matrix (test case I) 

73 

N/S=  1% N/S=  10% N/S=32% 

Q 0-99992 0.00010 0-98637 0.00885 0.89017 0-05726 
0-00001 0.99986 0.00499 0-98596 0-03718 0.88610 

TABLE 3 

Modal parameters of the system with closely spaced modes estimated by both the proposed 
and the ERA methods at different N /S  ratios (test case I) 

Estimated parameters 

N/S = I% N/S = 10% N/S = 32% 
Theoretical , 
parameters Proposed ERA "Proposed ERA Proposed ERA 

Natural frequencies 9.9793 9.9739 9.9697 9.9697 ! 0.3747 9.9630 - -  
(Hz) 9.9274 9-9206 9 -9201  9.9225 9.8538 9.9256 9.9608 

Damping factors 0- 1826 0" 1823 0.1819 0-1822 0.1876 0.1822 - -  
0-0480 0.0479 0.0475 0-0482 0'0486 0.0487 0-0490 

Dispersion -35-77 -36.25 -36-51 -37-02 
percentages (%) 135.77 136.25 - -  136-51 - -  137-02 
(TF t/2/fl ) 

10 

1 
a) 

0 

1 i(c) 
ol 

0 10 20 

t 
(h) 

hi t (°' 
2O 0 

Frequency (Hz) 

Figure 2. The modal amplitude coherence (MAC) values of the frequencies estimated by the ERA. (a) 
Theoretical; (b) N/S = 1%; (c) N / S =  10%; (d) N/S = 32% (test case I). 

Carlo analysis of  the proposed approach for the 10% N / S  ratio case are presented in Table 
5. Once again, the sample mean values of  the estimated modal parameters are very close 
to their theoretical counterparts,  and their standard deviations quite small. 

Estimation results obtained from one data record at all three noise levels are presented 
in Table 6, where comparisons with results obtained by the stochastic single-input single- 
output  (SISO) approach of  Lee and Fassois [14] are also made. As may be observed, the 
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TABLE 4 

Modal parameters estimated by the proposed approach from data records of oarious lengths 
(test case I; N/S= 10%) 

Natural 
frequencies Damping 

(Hz) factors 

Dispersion percentages (%) 

Mode 1 Mode 2 

Theoretical parameters 9-9793 0.1826 ~ 54.44 -35.77] [ 45-56 
9-9274 0.0480 L-35"77  16.10J L135.77 

No. ofdata=200 9"9574 0-1822 [ 52.20-35.57] ~47.80 
9.9256 0.0487 L-35'48 16-891 [135-48 

No. ofdata=500 9"9783 0.1865 [ 52.65-37.10] [47-35 
9.9233 0.0483 L-36-99 16.93J L136.99 

No. ofdata=900 9"9687 0.1816 [ 54"20-37.13] [45.80 
9"9236 0"0486 L-37"09  15.90J LI37"09 

135"77] 
83-90J 

135'571 
83"11J 

137"101 
83"07J 

137" ] 13 
84'10 

k6 

• c6"1-] f2 

Figure 3. Three-degree-of-freedom structural system. 

results of the proposed MIMO approach are very good at all N/S ratios, and further 
improve those of the corresponding SISO method, especially for the modes with smaller 
dispersions and cases of higher (10% and 32%) N/S ratios. In Figure 4, the frequency 
response magnitude curves for the transfer function relating the 02 vibration measurement 
to thejq force excitation (Figure 3), as estimated by both the MIMO and SISO approaches, 
are compared to the theoretical curve. 

In Figure 5 the frequency response magnitude curve of the transfer function v2/f2, as 
estimated by the proposed approach in the 32% N/S ratio ease, is compared to its theoreti- 
cal counterpart, and excellent accuracy is observed. In order to gain insight into the 
improvement that the proposed approach offers over the classical FDM, the corresponding 
results obtained by the latter based on data records consisting of N =  1024 (that is, slightly 
more than those used by the proposed approach) and N =  10 240 samples each are shown 
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TABLE 5 

Monte Carlo results obtained by the proposed approach (test case II; N /S  = 10%): sampling 
interoal=O.0884 s; mt = 1 kg, m2 = 1 kg, m3=2 kg; cl =0-6 Ns/m,  c2=0.5 Ns/m,  c3 = 
0-6 Ns/m,  c4 = 1-5 Ns /m,  c5 =0 .7  Ns/m,  c6 = 0-5 Ns /m;  kl = 100 N/m,  k2 = 100 N/m,  k3 = 

100 N /m,  k4= 200 N /m,  k s = 0  N/m,  k6=0 N / m  

Theoretical Estimated 
parameters parameters 

Natural frequencies (Hz) i. 2926 1.2935 4- 0.0015 
2-0622 2.0627 4- 0.0036 
2.8295 2.8283 4- 0.0036 

Damping factors 

Mode shapes 

0"0464 0"0464~0"0015 
0-0683 0"0687~0'0023 
0"0612 0-0611 ±0"0013 

(1.0,j0-0) 
(1.3409,-j0.0181) 
(0.7979,j0.0101) 

(l.O, jO.O) 
(0.3218,j0.0154) 
(-0.8963,j0.0111) 

(l-O, jO.O) 
(-1-1628,-j0.0303) 
(0.3492,-j0.0131) 

(l.O, jO.O) 
(1.3416±0.0073,-j0-0205±0.0097) 
(0.7962~0.0055,j0.0087±0.0048) 

(1.O, jO.O) 
(0.3202~0.0164,j0-0191 ±0-0127) 
(-0.8925±0.0251,j0-0191 ~0.0247) 

(l.0,j0.0) 
(-1-1835±0.0346,-j0.0208~0.0335) 
(0-3418±0.0201,-j0.0034±0.0109) 

TABLE 6 

Modal parameter estimates obtained by the proposed MIMO and the stochastic SISO 
approach of  reference [14] at different N / S  ratios (test case 11) 

Estimated parameters 

N/S--- 1% N/S= 10% N/S = 32% 
Theoretical " , , 
parameters MIMO SISO MIMO SISO MIMO SISO 

Natural frequencies (Hz) 

Damping factors 

1.2926 1.2928 1.2928 1.2929 1.2930 1.2934 1.2891 
2.0622 2.0613 2.0612 2.0615 2.0846 2.0726 2.2104 
2.8295 2.8275 2.8274 2.8263 2.8345 2.8171 2.9121 

0.0464 0.0464 0.0468 0.0466 0.0461 0.0475 0.0513 
0.0683 0.0686 0.0689 0.0684 0.0894 0.0727 0.0856 
0.0612 0.0611 0-0618 0.0608 0.0630 0.0639 0.0739 

Dispersion 87.78 87.75 87.77 8 7 . 5 1  87.60 85.22 88.33 
percentages (%) 1-72 1.69 1.70 1.98 2.53 2.89 4.35 
(TF v2/fO 10-50 10.55 10.53 10.50 9-88 11.89 7.32 

in Figure 6 (it is noted that the first and second F D M results were obtained by using a 
Hanning window and 7 and 20 averages, respectively). The first F D M result apparently 
is quite ambiguous and poor, whereas the second, although improved due to the very 
long data records and significantly more averaging used, is still "wiggly" and ambiguous, 
especially in the low dB regions, that is in the neighborhood of  the valley, where several 
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Figure 4. The frequency response magnitude curve as estimated by the proposed MIMO and the stochastic 
SISO approach of reference [14]: - - . ,  theoretical; - - - ,  estimated. (a) SISO, N/S = 1%; (b) MIMO, N/S = 
1%; (c) SISO, N /S=32%;  (d) MIMO, N/S=32% (test case II; transfer function u2/]~). 
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Figure 5. The frequency response magnitude curve of the transfer function v,/f2 as estimated by the proposed 
o approach: - - ,  theoretical; - - -, estimated (test case II; N/S = 3 2  % ) .  
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Figure 6. The frequency response magnitude curve of the transfer function o2/f2 : (a) theoretical ; (b) estimated 
by the FDM based on N= 1024 data points; (c) estimated by the FDM based on N= 10 240 data points (test 
case I1; N/S = 32%). 

candidate frequencies seem to appear, and also before the first and after the second peaks, 
where a number of false candidate frequencies are also shown. Evidently none of these 
FDM results can match the smoothness and accuracy of that of Figure 5 that was obtained 
by the proposed approach, despite the fact that the latter was based on data records that 
were only N =  900 samples long. 

The performance characteristics of the proposed approach are also examined with 
shorter (N=200 and N=500)  data  records corrupted at 10%N/S ratio, and excellent 
accuracy is observed from both the tabulated results (Table 7) and the estimated frequency 
response magnitude curves of the transfer function v,/j] (Figure 7). 

3.3. TEST CASE III:  V E R Y  L I G H T L Y  D A M P E D  T H R E E - D E G R E E - O F - F R E E D O M  SYSTEM 

In this final case, the three-degree-of-freedom structural system of Figure 3, with physical 
parameters summarized in Table 8, is identified from three-excitation, three-response vibra- 
tion displacement data records corrupted by uncorrelated noise at three (1%, 10% and 
32%) N/S  ratios. This case is especially interesting as the system is very lightly damped 
(all damping ratios are smaller than 0.2%), and has two modes that are relatively closely 
spaced (at approximately 2.07 and 2-25 Hz). 

In all cases, an ARX model order of p =  10 was used in the estimation, and three- 
dimensional ARMAX (2, 1, 2) models were indicated as statistically adequate. The estima- 
ted adequate models were successfully validated, and the modal parameter estimation 



Natural Dispersion 
frequencies Damping percentages (%) 

(Hz) factors (TF v2/fl) 

Theoretical parameters 

No. of data = 200 

No. of data = 500 

No. of data = 900 

O, 

1-2926 0-0464 87-78 
2.0622 0.0683 1.70 
2"8295 0"0612 10-52 

1.2920 0-0468 87.97 
2.0651 0"0706 1.71 
2.8179 0"0658 10.32 
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TABLE 7 

Modal parameters estimated by the proposed approach from data records of various lengths 
(test case II; N/S= 10%) 

Figure 7. The frequency response magnitude curve of v./f~ as estimated by the proposed approach from data 
sets of various lengths: - - ,  theoretical; . . . .  , estimated from 900 samples;----,  estimated from 500 
samples; - - -, estimated from 200 samples (test case I I ;  N / S =  1 0 % ) .  

results corresponding to all three N / S  ratios are summarized in Table 8. Evidently, the 
proposed approach very accurately estimates all three natural frequencies and provides 
low damping ratio estimates that are very close to their theoretical values for the lower 
N / S  ratio case. However, as the N / S  ratio increases, the errors associated with the damping 
factors are increased, al though the actual estimates are still very small (all smaller than 
0.9%) and would be judged as very reasonable by any current standard. Nevertheless, this 
behavior  is to be expected, as it is well known that the damping factors of  very lightly 
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TABLE 8 

Modal parameters estimated by the proposed approach at different N /S  ratios (test case 
III): sampling interoal=O.07 s; system as in Figure 3; ml = 1 kg, m2=5 kg, m3 = 1 kg; cl = 
0-02 Ns/m, c2-- 0.02 Ns/m, c3=0.02 Ns/m; c4=0.0 Ns/m, c5=0.0 Ns/m, c6=0-0 Ns/m; 

km= 100 N/m,  k2 = 100 N/m, k3 = 200 N/m, k4=0 N/m, k5 = 2200 N/m, k~=0 N/m 

Estimated parameters 
Theoretical 
parameters N/S = !% N/S = 10% N/S = 32% 

Natural frequencies 2.07358 2.07303 2-07559 2.07158 
(Hz) 2.25055 2-25041 2-25141 2.25027 

3.66498 3.66272 3.66560 3.62087 

Damping factors 0.00061 0.00052 0.00085 0.00255 
0.00124 0.00136 0-00132 0-00353 
0.00035 0-00055 0.00663 0-008 ! 7 

Dispersion 84.31 84.58 96.43 92.37 
percentages (%) -0.01 -0.01 0.12 -0.07 
(TF of Y2/f,) 15-70 15.43 3.45 7- 70 

damped systems are hard to accurately estimate in the presence of noise; a phenomenon 
that is, at least in part, due to sensitivity problems associated with the discrete-to-continu- 
ous transformation used in evaluating the modal parameters from the estimated discrete 
model [ 15]. 

3.4. DISCUSSION 
Based on the test case results of the previous subsections, as well as a number of 

additional simulations, the following general remarks may be made. 
(1) The proposed modal analysis approach offers high estimation accuracy and resolu- 

tion from noise-corrupted and also short data records (data records consisting of as few as 
200 samples were successfully used). The approach not only overcomes the well-known 
difficulties and limitations of the classical frequency domain and time-domain deterministic 
methods (such as the ERA), but also offers significant practical advantages and further 
improvements over earlier stochastic SISO methods such as that of reference [14]. 

(2) The model structure estimation scheme of the proposed approach appears to be 
effective in selecting the discrete model orders required for accurate modal parameter 
estimation. Excessive model order overdetermination, that is necessary with deterministic 
approaches, is avoided, and the dispersion-analysis-based methodology is very effective in 
assessing modal importance and distinguishing "extraneous" from "structural" modes. 

(3) The two-phase model validation procedure has been found to be effective in control- 
ling model acceptance. 

(4) The mode shape estimation is quite accurate as long as the force excitation signals 
can be reasonably well approximated by trains of "impulsive" functions, so that the model 
form and the mode shape extraction procedure (implicit in the discrete-to-continuous 
model transformation) are appropriate. 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS: MODAL ANALYSIS OF A THREE-SPAN BEAM 

In this section the proposed experimental modal analysis approach is used for the 
analysis of a three-span beam from laboratory data. A schematic diagram of the experi- 
mental set-up is shown in Figure 8. The beam was excited by band-limited white and zero- 
mean stochastic force signals applied through an electromagnetic exciter, and measured 
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by a force transducer. The vibration response signals were measured through acceleromet- 
ers at two points on the beam, as shown in Figure 8. The frequency range of interest was 
selected as 0-150 Hz, and the force excitation and corresponding response signals were 
amplified, low-pass filtered with a cut-off frequency of 170 Hz, and sampled at a sampling 
frequency of 500 Hz by a data acquisition system consisting of an IBM AT computer 
equipped with the DT2821 data acquisition board. 

Twenty data sets, each one consisting of 1000 samples with 900 used for estimation and 
the remaining 100 for model validation, were collected. In accordance with the discussion 
in subsection 2.1.3, since transfer inertance data were measured, ARMAX (ha, h a -  1, nc) 
models with no time delay were considered. The model orders were then selected by using 
the procedure of subsection 2.3, and the corresponding results are shown in Figure 9, 
where an ARMAX (6, 5, 2) model is indicated as being statistically adequate. In all estima- 
tion results the auxiliary ARX model order was selected as p = 20. The estimated model 
was subsequently validated by using the two-phase procedure of subsection 2.4; part of 
those results are, for one data set, presented in Figure 10, where the one-step-ahead 
predictions of both vibration signals are shown to be extremely close to their actual values. 
The ARMAX (6, 5, 2) model is thus accepted as an accurate discrete-time representation 
of the structural and noise dynamics. 

Since a bivariate (two-output) ARMAX (6, 5, 2) model has been selected as a discrete- 
time system representation, the order of the characteristic equation is 12, and up to six 
modes can be (and in fact are) estimated (Table 9). However, by considering the dispersion 
analysis results of Table 9, it is evident that the dispersion percentages associated with the 
first, fifth and sixth modes are very small, and almost all of the vibration signal energy is 
concentrated in the three remaining modes with frequencies approximately equal to 72.76, 
97.46 and 139.92 Hz. The former modes are therefore treated as extraneous; a conclusion 
further supported by the fact that all of them are characterized by either very low or high 
(higher than the cut-off) frequencies and very high damping. The first mode is probably 
due to the accelerometer dynamics, whereas the fifth and sixth modes should be due to 
the dynamics of the cut-off filter and the other instruments used. Regarding the three 
actual (structural) modes, the dispersion analysis results indicate that the one at 97.46 Hz 
is dominant and accounts for about 70-80% of the vibration energy. 

In Figure 11, the frequency response curves of the transfer functions estimated by the 
proposed approach from one data set are compared to those obtained by the FDM based 
on the Fast Fourier transform and a Harming window. In accordance with observations 
made earlier (see subsection 3.2), the FDM results (especially those of the transfer function 
v2/f) appear to be quite inaccurate in the low dB region corresponding to the frequency 
range of 0-50 Hz. Otherwise, the two results are in good overall agreement; a fact primarily 
due to the rather low N/S ratio that characterized this experiment. Nonetheless, it should 
be noted that in achieving this agreement much longer data records (consisting of 10 240 
samples each, as opposed to 1024 with the proposed approach) still had to be used in 
conjunction with the FDM (where 18 data records, each consisting of 1024 samples, were 
in fact averaged with a 47.168% overlap factor). 

Finally, and in order to obtain a better feeling about the expected statistical variability 
of the results, a Monte Carlo analysis is performed based on all 20 measured data records. 
These results are presented in Table I0, and are evidently very good, as the standard 
deviations of the modal parameter estimates are quite small for all three structural modes; 
a result that provides a quantitative answer to the question of repeatability of the test and 
estimation procedures. As a final remark, it is mentioned that the relatively larger standard 
deviations associated with the estimated damping factors were expected, and are, to a 
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Figure 9. Model order estimation results (beam experiment): (a) ARMAX ( k , k - l , k ) ;  (b) 
ARMAX (k*, k * -  1,/). 

certain extent, due to the lightly damped nature of the beam (see the discussion in 
subsection 3.3). 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper the problem of stochastic experimental modal analysis based on multiple- 
excitation multiple-response data was considered. The exact relationship between the actual 
structural and noise dynamics and their corresponding special-form multi-variate ARM- 
AX-type representation was studied for each one of the vibration displacement, velocity 
and acceleration measurement cases, and an effective modal analysis approach developed. 
The proposed approach constitutes the first comprehensive scheme for the solution of this 
problem as, unlike alternative methods, it is capable of operating on either displacement, 
velocity or acceleration vibration data records and, in addition to overcoming the other 
main difficulties and limitations of current schemes, it also takes into account all major 
issues pertaining to the problem and attempts to minimize the various types of errors 
associated with the modal parameter estimates. 

Indeed, the proposed approach consists of a properly selected type of force excitation 
signals combined with mutually compatible special-form multi-variate ARMAX models, 
the linear multi-stage parameter estimation algorithm, effective model structure estimation 
and validation procedures, as well as modal parameter extraction based on a compatible 
discrete-to-continuous model transformation and a physically meaningful dispersion-ana- 
lysis-based procedure for the identification of "extraneous" modes, model reduction and 
analysis. As a consequence, it is characterized by the following main features and 
advantages: 

I. Its ability to operate on forced vibration data and handle arbitrary numbers of 
force excitation and vibration response (displacement, velocity or acceleration) signals for 
effective and accurate modal analysis. 

2. Unlike alternative frequency-domain and deterministic time-domain methods, the 
achievement of high accuracy and resolution with noise-corrupted data records. 

3. The elimination of errors due to incompatibilities among the force excitation signal 
type, the discrete ARMAX system representation, and the modal parameter extraction 
procedure employed. 
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TABLE 9 

Modal parameters of  the beam estimated by the proposed approach by using a single data 
record (beam experiment) 

Dispersion percentages (%) 
Natural Damping * Q 

frequencies (Hz) factors (TF vtf f)  (TF vJ f )  

5"5284 0-73290 -0"0410 0"0002 
72-7574 0"00769 10.3254 17-0466 
97'4616 0"00275 80"2673 71"4329 

139"9186 0"00213 9'6944 11"5192 
177.9703 0"47895 -0"2546 0"0009 
233.5024 0"22033 0"0085 0"0002 

0'99815 -0"00030 
-0"00146 0"99760 
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Figure I 1. The frequency-response functions as estimated by the proposed and FDM approaches: (a) transfer 
function ot/f; (b) transfer function o2/f - - - ,  FDM; - - . ,  proposed approach (beam experiment). I 

4. Accurate and effective estimated structural model analysis, including modal  import-  
ance assessment, determination of  the actual structural degrees of  freedom, and modal 
parameter  extraction. 

5. Effective, and yet simplified, estimation of  the appropriate  discrete A R M A X  system 
representation, so that problems requiring substantial operator  judgement and training 
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TABLE 10 

Monte Carlo results obtained by the proposed approach based on experimental beam data 
(beam experiment) 

Dispersion percentages (%) 
Natural 

frequencies (Hz) Damping factors (TF v~/f) (TF v2/f) 

72-9979-1-0.0934 0-006524-0.00080 15.73114-8.4643 19.46474-6.3263 
97.49864-0.0434 0.004124-0.00054 72-16154-7.1378 60.16514-9.1354 

140.00334-0.0466 0.002204-0.00020 11.81844-5.0296 19.58894-12.119 

Residues 

(TF v,/f  ) (TF o=/f ) 

Magnitude Phase Magnitude Phase 

0.085074-0.00521 
0.138674-0.00665 
0-069994-0.00432 

36.28201 4-2.08339 
17.671084-0.76915 

-28.106954- 1-14071 

0.084194-0.00589 
0.118964-0.00785 
0.052064-0.00446 

38.20421 4-2.05633 
19.691464- 1.43482 

-23.873584-2-16576 

are largely eliminated. Indeed, the proposed approach requires no initial guess parameter 
values, is characterized by mathematically guaranteed algorithmic stability and the elimina- 
tion of  local extrema problems, and is equipped with a systematic procedure for model 
structure estimation and model validation. 

6. Modest computational complexity. 
The very good performance characteristics of the proposed approach were verified with 

a number of  numerically simulated structural systems by using data records of various 
lengths and N /S  ratios. Comparisons with the classical FDM and the deterministic ERA 
were also made, and the approach was finally used for the experimental modal analysis of  
a three-span beam from laboratory data. 
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APPENDIX: NOMENCLATURE 

A(B) 
A(i) 
B 
n(B) 
n(i) 
c 
C(B) 
C(i) 
d 
e[t/O] 
f(t) 
G(s) 
GAs) 
G(B) 
G.(s) 
6°,/s) 
Ga(B)  

G.(s) 
G,,(B) 
Is 
J 
K 
M 
m 

n 

N 
n[t] 
na 
nb 
n c  

P 
Rk 
R'k 
RI 
S 

T 
v(t) 
vott] 
vdt] 

autoregressive polynomial matrix 
ith autoregressive matrix 
backshift operator 
exogenous polynomial matrix 
ith exogenous matrix 
viscous damping matrix 
moving-average polynomial matrix 
ith moving-average matrix 
the total number of discrete estimated parameters 
(vector) model-based one-step-ahead prediction error 
(vector) force excitation 
receptance transfer matrix 
/jth element of the receptance transfer matrix G(s) 
discrete-time receptance transfer matrix 
inertance transfer matrix 
/jth element of the inertance transfer matrix G°(s) 
discrete-time inertance transfer matrix 
mobility transfer matrix 
discrete-time mobility transfer matrix 
s x s identity matrix 
imaginary unit (if not an index) 
stiffness matrix 
mass matrix 
number of measured excitations 
number of degrees of freedom 
length of each sampled data record used in estimation 
discrete-time (vector) noise process 
autoregressive order 
exogenous order 
moving-average order 
order of the ARX model used in LMS 
residue matrix of the receptance transfer matrix 
residue matrix of the mobility transfer matrix 
residue matrix of the inertance'transfer matrix 
number of vibration measurement locations 
sampling period 
(vector) vibration displacement 
discrete-time (vector) vibration acceleration 
discrete-time (vector) vibration velocity 



y[t] 
yo[t] 
yv[t] 
w[t] 
;t, 
( ,  

(-On k 
0 

A, 

Conventions 
Xi 
x(t) 
x[t] 
{x(0} 
X(s) 

F 
capital bold face 
lower-case bold face 

Abbrevfations 
AR 
ARMAX 
ARMAX (na, nb, nc) 
ARX 
BIC 
ERA 
FDM 
LMS 
MA 
MAC 
MIMO 
N/S 
X 
PE 
SISO 
TF 
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discrete-time (vector) noise-corrupted vibration displacement 
discrete-time (vector) noise-corrupted vibration acceleration 
discrete-time (vector) noise-corrupted vibration velocity 
discrete-time (vector) white noise 
kth eigenvalue of the discrete-time transfer matrix 
kth damping factor 
kth mode shape 
kth natural frequency 
vector of discrete model parameters 
innovations covariance matrix 
cross-covariance between signals {x) and {y} 
kth mode dispersion percentage matrix 
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ith scalar component of vector x 
value at time t of analog signal x 
value at discrete time t of sampled signal x 
signal x 
Laplace transform of {x(t)} 
(superscript) denotes complex conjugate 
(superscript) denotes quantities associated with the true system (not a 
model) 
denotes estimator/estimate 
(subscript) indicates filtered quantity 
denotes matrix quantity 
denotes (column) vector quantity 

autoregressive 
autoregressive moving-average with exogenous input(s) 
ARMAX model of AR, X and MA orders na, nb and nc, respectively 
autoregressive with exogenous input(s) 
Bayesian information criterion 
eigensystem realization algorithm 
frequency domain method 
linear multi-stage 
moving-average 
modal amplitude coherence 
multiple-input multiple-output 
noise-to-signal 
exogenous 
prediction error 
single-input single-output 
transfer function 


